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Abstract Ponto-Caspian dreissenids are notorious

freshwater invaders. Recently, widespread observa-

tions show a dominance shift from the early invader,

Dreissena polymorpha, to its successor, Dreissena

bugensis. These observations likely reflect congeneric

species differences in physiological and behavioural

traits. Here, we assessed the mussel attachment

strength, attachment rate, and the mode of byssal

failure as trait differences that could potentially

contribute to dominance shifts. The attachment traits

were measured in field and laboratory experiments.

Fouling plates were deployed in the Rhine-Meuse

river delta and dreissenids were collected and accli-

matised in 60 L non-aerated freshwater tanks. Attach-

ment strength was positively correlated with shell size.

The attachment strength of D. bugensis was signifi-

cantly greater compared to slower growing D. poly-

morpha individuals of a dreissenid field assemblage.

This corresponded to the superior byssal thread

morphology of D. bugensis (i.e. higher number and

two times wider byssal threads). Moreover, our results

indicated that byssal threads of D. bugensis are

stronger than those of D. polymorpha, as the latter

ruptured more often. Additionally, D. bugensis had a

significantly lower attachment rate than D. polymor-

pha. Having a greater attachment strength gives D.

bugensis an advantage when it comes to withstanding
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currents and predators. On the other hand, not being

attached allows an individual to actively move around.

This would allow them to move away from fast

changing unfavourable environmental conditions.

These attachment traits indicate competitive benefits

for D. bugensis over D. polymorpha, therefore possi-

bly contributing to the dominance shifts.

Keywords Attachment strength � Byssus threads �
Detachment location � Quagga mussel � Shell size �
Zebra mussel

Introduction

Both the zebra mussel Dreissena polymorpha (Pallas

1771) and the quagga mussel Dreissena bugensis (also

described as Dreissena rostriformis bugensis auct.,

Andrusov 1897; Wesselingh et al. 2019) have suc-

cessfully invaded hard, freshwater substrates in large

parts of Europe and North America (Karatayev et al.

2011; Matthews et al. 2014; Collas et al. 2018).

Dreissena polymorpha was introduced in Western

Europe at the beginning of the nineteenth century (Van

der Velde et al. 2010; Sousa et al. 2011). Dreissena

bugensis spread in the same area during the mid-

twentieth century (Therriault et al. 2005). This led to

the co-occurrence of both species in their native

(Zhulidov et al. 2004) and introduced areas (Grutters

et al. 2012). During the last decades, there have been

widespread observations of a shift going from the first

introduced D. polymorpha to the recent invader D.

bugensis as the dominant species (Matthews et al.

2014; Marescaux et al. 2015; Ginn et al. 2018). These

shifts were for example observed in the 1970s in their

native area in Ukraine (Wesselingh et al. 2019) and in

the 1990s in introduced regions in the Great Lakes in

North America (Ricciardi and Whoriskey 2004). Only

a few studies have assessed mechanisms driving this

dominance shift (D’Hont et al. 2018). These studies so

far found that although D. polymorpha is able to settle

earlier in the season, is more salinity tolerant, and

predators seem to target this species less than D.

bugensis, D. bugensis usually remains dominant

where both species co-occur (Karatayev et al. 2014;

Naddafi and Rudstam 2014; D’Hont et al. 2018).

Dreissena bugensis is able to settle in a wider range of

habitats, is found at a greater depth range, grows faster

and larger and adjusts its growth and settlement better

to seasonally and annually varying salinities and

temperatures than D. polymorpha (Claxton and

Mackie 1998; Orlova et al. 2005; Gerstenberger

et al. 2011; Metz et al. 2018). Dreissena bugensis is

known to have a higher assimilation efficiency, a

higher activity of certain enzymes, higher filtration

rates and lower respiration rates (Stoeckmann 2003;

Ram et al. 2012; Karatayev et al. 2014). Moreover, this

species has lower winter mortality, has a higher

resistance to cold temperature and settles in higher

numbers when D. polymorpha individuals are already

present on the substrate (Orlova et al. 2005; D’Hont

et al. 2018). These characteristics proved a compet-

itive benefit for D. bugensis over D. polymorpha.

However, several other plausible mechanisms have

not been studied extensively, such as differences

between both species in mobility, attachment strength

and detachment ability (Peyer et al. 2009; Balogh et al.

2019).

Both dreissenid species attach to hard substratum

using byssal threads secreted by the byssus gland at the

base of the foot of the mussel (Kobak et al. 2009).

Biofouling of hard substrates such as rock, wood, ship

hulls, hydraulic engineering structures and water

intake facilities causes severe environmental problems

and high economic costs (Pimentel et al. 2005;

Grutters et al. 2012). Moreover, other species e.g.

crayfish or native freshwater mussels can be smoth-

ered to death by heavy fouling of dreissenids, blocking

their siphons and competing for resources (Ricciardi

et al. 1996; Sousa et al. 2011; Gonçalves et al. 2013;

Bódis et al. 2014).

Comparative studies on the attachment traits of

both dreissenids are relatively scarce as most studies

have so far focused on D. polymorpha (Ackerman

et al. 1996; Dormon et al. 1997; Kobak et al. 2009;

Czarnołęski et al. 2010). Moreover, in situ field data is

lacking making it difficult to interpret attachment traits

in natural communities (Kobak 2001). Studies assess-

ing the attachment strength and byssal thread synthesis

rate in laboratory setups found higher values for D.

polymorpha compared to D. bugensis (Peyer et al.

2009; Grutters et al. 2012; Collas et al. 2018). Balogh

et al. (2019) unravelled a more complex pattern as the

attachment strength increased with shell size. For

larger individuals the previously observed pattern

reversed as larger ([ 1.2 cm) D. bugensis individuals

had a higher attachment strength than D. polymorpha
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individuals of the same size (Balogh et al. 2019). Next

to the shell size, the number and thickness of byssal

threads have a positive impact on the attachment

strength of dreissenids as well (Bell and Gosline 1997;

Kobak 2006). Additionally, the comparison between

the natural detachment mechanisms of both dreis-

senids is lacking. The common blue mussel (Mytilus

edulis) is known to voluntary detach its entire byssal

mass (Eckroat et al. 1993). Voluntary detachment is

also known for D. polymorpha individuals (Kobak

et al. 2009; Dzier _zyńska-Białończyk et al. 2018).

However, the mechanism behind this voluntary

detachment is not well understood (Eckroat et al.

1993; Kobak et al. 2009). Most dreissenid attachment

studies focus on the forced detachment of the Ponto-

Caspian mussels. The mode of byssal failure or

detachment location of dreissenids indicates the part

of the attachment structure (adhesive plaques, byssal

threads or stem detachment) that ruptures during

forced detachment of an individual (Dormon et al.

1997). Adhesive plaque detachment is mostly due to

the detachment of the glue from the substrate. The

byssal threads themselves can rupture as well. The

rupture of the stem (where all byssal threads are joined

together) from the byssal gland causes the entire

byssal mass to be separated from the mussel. To our

knowledge, our study was the first comparative

assessment of the detachment location of both species.

Dormon et al. (1997) studied the detachment location

of D. polymorpha individuals. They found that the

force required to detach the mussels was directly

proportional to the percentage of broken byssal

threads and to the detachment location.

It has been proven that the presence of other species,

might affect dreissenid behaviour. This effect of species

assemblage has been assessed by comparing syntopic

populations (both D. polymorpha and D. bugensis

together) and allotopic populations (either D. polymor-

pha or D. bugensis) to each other. D’Hont et al. (2018)

found that a higher number of D. bugensis settled when

D. polymorpha individuals were already present on the

substrate. However, the effect of the presence of D.

bugensis on the D. polymorpha attachment rate

(whether an individual attached to the substrate or not)

and vice versa is not yet known. The effect of the light

regime on the attachment rate of both species has not

been thoroughly studied either. Generally, D. polymor-

pha individuals prefer dark environments as they have

higher attachment rates in dark environments (Kobak

2013; Kobak et al. 2009; D’Hont et al. 2018). However,

no such preference for dark environments was found for

D. bugensis individuals on field deployed fouling plates

(D’Hont et al. 2018).

This study aimed at unravelling whether differences

in attachment traits of both dreissenid species might

affect the outcome of interspecific competition. A

stronger attachment or higher attachment rate might

cause a competitive benefit when it comes to withstand-

ing predation and environmental disturbances such as

rapid changes in water level and flow velocity of rivers

and canals, caused for example by upstream rainfall or

by ship-induced currents (Koopman et al. 2018). On the

other hand, being able to detach faster and easier might

help mussels to relocate to a more suitable habitat in case

of sudden unfavourable environmental changes (e.g.

light, temperature, salinity). This way, an individual has

a higher chance of reaching its ideal environment where

it can thrive. Consequently, the attachment traits of

dreissenids can to some degree be one of the drivers of

the observed dominance shift between both species,

especially in rapidly changing environments. Therefore,

we conducted a comparative study focused on these

attachment traits. Balogh et al. (2019) unravelled a more

complex pattern in the attachment strength of both

dreissenid species when comparing different sized

individuals to each other. During our study, we

wondered whether a comparison between the frequently

selected shell size range (1–2 cm) in laboratory exper-

iments and the shell size range found in the field would

result in a similar pattern. For individuals of the same

size, we expected a higher attachment strength for D.

polymorpha, while for individuals of the same age, we

would expect D. bugensis to have a higher attachment

strength. This hypothesis is based on the fact that the

attachment strength increases with shell size and thatD.

bugensis individuals grow faster and larger than D.

polymorpha individuals do (D’Hont et al. 2018; Balogh

et al. 2019). Additionally, the link between the

morphology of the byssal threads (number and thick-

ness) and the attachment strength was assessed. Based

on previous studies, we expect a positive relationship

between these two attachment traits. The differential

attachment rate and whether or not the attachment rate is

affected by the species assemblage and light regime was

studied as well. Finally, the detachment location for both

species and a possible link between the detachment

location and the individual’s attachment strength was

assessed. We would expect that the detachment location
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is related to the attachment strength of an individual and

to the strength of its byssal threads. For example, having

a lower number of byssal thread failures, combined with

a greater attachment strength, could indicate stronger

byssal threads for this species. By testing these

hypotheses, we aimed at elucidating whether differen-

tial attachment and detachment of mussel species can be

one of the driving forces behind the observed dominance

shift between D. polymorpha and D. bugensis.

Material and methods

Sampling sites

The sampling sites of dreissenids for this study were

located in the Haringvliet and Hollands Diep, which

are a part of the Rhine-Meuse delta in the Nether-

lands. Individuals of both dreissenid species were

collected in front of the sluice in the ferry harbour

of the island Tiengemeten (N 51�45.261’; E

4�19.046’) and about 8 km upstream in the same

river system at the harbour entrance of Numansdorp

(N 51�43.037’; E 4�26.211’). Dreissena polymorpha

was already present in this area when D. bugensis

was observed here for the first time in Western

Europe in 2006, after which these species co-existed

(Molloy et al. 2007; Schonenberg and Gittenberger

2008). These mussels were monitored ever since

using fouling plates of the SETtLement (SETL)

project (Gittenberger et al. 2017). Dreissenids were

collected at Numansdorp and Tiengemeten in four

separate batches on the 19th of December 2017

(batch 1), 6th of March 2018 (batch 2), 12th of June

2018 (batch 3), 5th of December 2018 (batch 4;

Fig. 1). These batches consisted of 80 (40 D.

bugensis and 40 D. polymorpha; batch 1–3) and

200 (100 D. bugensis and 100 D. polymorpha; batch

4) individuals, respectively. In addition to the

collection of dreissenids, 21 extra fouling plates

were deployed from the floating dock in the ferry

harbour of Tiengemeten in June of 2016. Structures

in the SETL project consisted of 14 9 14 cm

sanded PVC plates weighed down by a brick stone

and deployed one meter below the water surface

(Hines and Ruiz 2001; Schonenberg and Gitten-

berger 2008; D’Hont et al. 2018). The dreissenids

on these SETL plates were considered to be batch 5

measured on the 6th of March 2018 (Fig. 1). Batch

5 consisted of 169 individuals (79 D. polymorpha

and 90 D. bugensis).

Field experiment

SETL plates were deployed in front of the sluice in the

ferry harbour of the island Tiengemeten for 21 months

before retrieval for attachment measurements on the

6th of March 2018 (batch 5; Fig. 1). The attachment

strength of 169 dreissenids on field-deployed fouling

plates was measured. This number of dreissenids

represented all individuals of each species present on

the fouling plates, which we will further address as the

whole dreissenid field assemblage. For D. polymorpha

and D. bugensis, this corresponded to a shell size of

0.4–2.0 cm and 0.4–3.2 cm, respectively.

Laboratory experiment

The laboratory experiments were conducted with

dreissenids from batch 1–4 who all had a shell size

between 1 and 2 cm and were all collected from both

Numansdorp and Tiengemeten. After collection in the

field, the mussels were acclimatised to room temper-

ature (± 20 �C) for 24 to 48 h after which all byssal

threads were cut off using small scissors. Each

dreissenid batch was kept in four polyethene tanks

each containing 60 L of non-aerated standing fresh tap

water. The tap water had an initial oxygen level of

6.0–8.0 mg/l and a pH of 7.84, temperature of 16.9 �C
and salinity of 0.28 PSU as measured on the second

day of the experiment. Within the Haringvliet the pH

normally ranges between 7.7 and 8.6, the salinity

between 0.2 and 0.8 PSU and the temperature between

0 and 28 �C (Rijkswaterstaat 2020). All tanks were

uniformly illuminated with daylight coming through a

window at the north side of the laboratory, with a

natural photoperiod (batch 1 and 4: 8L:16D, batch 2:

11L:13D, batch 3: 16L:8D).

Attachment traits

Attachment rate

The attachment rate of 435 dreissenids from batches 1,

2, 3 and 4 to the hard substrate was assessed. Mussels

from each batch were placed in four polyethene tanks

(20 individuals per tank for batches 1–3, 50 individ-

uals per tank for batch 4) (Fig. 1). During the
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experiment with batch 4 five individuals died,

explaining the odd number of individuals tested. The

experiments to assess the attachment rate of batches

1–4 ran for eleven, four, seven and seven days,

respectively. These experiments differed in duration

because they were originally designed as a movement

experiment by D’Hont et al. (2021). However, as can

be seen in our results, the difference in experiment

duration had no effect on the number of individuals

attached.

Next to the species-specific attachment rate, the

effect of the presence of the other species on the

attachment rate was assessed. The laboratory setup

consisted of two tanks containing a syntopic popula-

tion (two tanks: 10 D. polymorpha and 10 D. bugensis;

40 individuals in total) and two tanks containing an

allotopic population (one tank: 20 D. polymorpha; and

one tank: 20 D. bugensis; 40 individuals in total). This

setup was replicated for batches 1 and 2 for in total 80

individuals for both species.

Batch 3 was used for assessing the effect of light

regime on the attachment rate of dreissenids. In total

40 individuals of each species were divided amongst

the four tanks, two tanks for each species. One of these

two tanks was exposed to a light regime while the

other one was kept in the dark at all times (20 D.

polymorpha exposed to light and 20 to darkness, 20 D.

bugensis exposed to light and 20 to darkness). The

tanks with light treatment were illuminated by

daylight with a natural photoperiod (16L:8D). The

dark treatments were achieved by covering the tanks

Fig. 1 The setup of the field and laboratory experiments. The

number of individuals is indicated by N. The right part of the

figure shows the research topics (between brackets: batch(es) of

dreissenids used for analyses). For assessing the attachment

strength and detachment location, mussels from field and

laboratory experiments were used. The attachment rate was

derived from laboratory experiments
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with a lid. This exposed the dreissenids to complete

darkness, as the tanks were not translucent.

Attachment strength

The attachment strength was measured for individuals

that attached themselves under laboratory circum-

stances (batch 4), as well as for individuals that

attached themselves in the field (batch 5, Fig. 1). This

way the attachment strength of mussels in an artificial

environment was compared with that of mussels on

plates in natural conditions. This comparison allowed

for an assessment of the effect of the environment,

substrate and attachment duration on the attachment

strength of individuals. For the laboratory experiment

the attachment strength of 200 mussels (100 D.

polymorpha and 100 D. bugensis) was measured.

The individuals were left to attach for seven days in

the four tanks (four times 50 individuals). A duration

of seven days was chosen as the attachment strength

pattern of D. polymorpha and D. bugensis is supposed

to remain equal after seven days, as was found by

Balogh et al. (2019) for same sized (1–2 cm) individ-

uals in the laboratory.

The attachment strength of both dreissenid species

was measured using a Sauter FK10 digital force gauge

(capacity: 10 N, resolution: 0.005 N) (Collas et al.

2018). Individuals exceeding the 10 N limit of the

Sauter FK10 digital force gauge were detached using

an analogue G&G 20 N spring balance. A harness of

fishing wire was used to get hold of the mussel on each

of both sides of the byssal threads (Fig. 2). Mussels

were attached to the force gauge and detached from

the substrate by gently pulling up the force gauge

vertically and perpendicular to the substrate. Individ-

uals of the same size (1–2 cm, batch 4 and 5) and of the

whole dreissenid field assemblage (batch 5) were

compared to each other. The same sized individuals

did not differ significantly in size (Mann–Whitney U

test: U = 1224.00, N1 = 53, N2 = 54, P = 0.190).

The relationship between the attachment strength

and the byssal morphology was assessed by measuring

the width and number of byssal threads for individuals

of the whole dreissenid field assemblage. The byssal

threads were collected by carefully cutting them from

the individual as close as possible to the byssal gland

and/or by picking the remaining ones from the

substrate and were stored on 96% ethanol. The width

of the collected byssal threads was measured using a

Dino-Light AM7013MZT digital microscope and the

program DinoCapture 2.0 version 1.5.27.B. The width

in the middle of each byssal thread was measured in

lm at a magnification of 250x. On average 25 byssal

threads were measured per individual and these values

were used to calculate the average width of their byssal

threads. Furthermore, the number of byssal threads

was counted for field experiment mussels, which

detached at the byssal gland in the mussels’ foot, as

this represented the only detachment type where all

byssal threads could certainly be accounted for.

Detachment location

The detachment location of the byssal threads was

determined by distinguishing between three cate-

gories: (1) plaques detachment: mostly due to the

detachment of adhesive plaques or glue from the

substrate, (2) byssal thread detachment: mostly due to

the rupture of the byssal threads, (3) stem detachment:

the rupture of the stem from the byssal gland, causing

the entire byssal mass to be separated from the mussel.

The difference between detachment locations was

assessed between both species for batch 4 and 5.

Within each species we additionally assessed whether

there was a relationship between the detachment

location and their attachment strength (batch 5).

Statistical analyses

To assess the effects of byssal morphology traits on the

attachment strength, a general linear model was

constructed by backwards stepwise selection. The

dependent variable ‘‘attachment strength’’ and

explanatory variables ‘‘species’’, ‘‘shell length’’,

‘‘byssus width’’, ‘‘byssus count’’ and all their first

order interactions were included in the initial model.

Backwards stepwise model selection led to the exclu-

sion of all non-significant first order interaction effects

and the byssal thread counts. We tested whether

adding tank as a random factor would improve model

fit by comparing model fit parameters. However, the

models with this random factor did not lead to a

significantly better model fit. Therefore, we chose to

use the least complex model without random factors.

To assess the linear interdependence of both byssal

thread traits (width and count), a Pearson correlation

test was performed. A Spearman rank correlation test

was performed to check for a linear correlation
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between the shell size, byssal thread width and count

for both species separately.

Zooming in on the interaction of the shell length

and attachment strength, a general linear model was

assessed with shell length as a continuous variable. To

assess whether the frequently selected shell size range

(1–2 cm) in laboratory experiments had the same

outcome regarding the species displaying the strongest

attachment, a comparison was made with the complete

dreissenid shell size range found in the field. We

compared three types of attachment strength experi-

ments: (1) same sized individuals in the laboratory

(1–2 cm), (2) same sized individuals in the field

(1–2 cm), (3) the whole dreissenid field assemblage. A

general linear model with dependent variable ‘‘attach-

ment strength’’ and explaining factors ‘‘species’’,

‘‘experiment type’’ and their first order interaction

term was constructed. All assumptions for the use of a

general linear model were met. Additionally, a Tukey

HSD test was conducted as a post-hoc test for this

general linear model.

A one-tailed Chi-square (v2) test was used to test

whether the attachment rate was affected by species,

species assemblage and light regime. This one-tailed

Chi-square test was also used to assess whether there

was a difference in detachment location of the byssal

threads for both species. Finally, a Kruskal-Wallis

rank-sum test was performed to check whether there

was a link between the detachment location and the

measured attachment strength. All analyses were

performed using the software R (version 3.6.2) with

a statistical significance level of a\ 0.05.

Results

Attachment rate

The statistical test used, the test statistics, degrees of

freedom and the P-values are represented in Tables 1

and 2. Combining the attachment rate for all batches

(1–4), D. polymorpha individuals (85%) attached

significantly more often than D. bugensis individuals

(76%) to the substrate (P = 0.013; Table 1a, Fig. 3).

We found this pattern in three out of four measured

batches (1–3). Additionally, we conducted a separate

attachment analysis of batch 4, as this batch had an

opposite result with significantly more D. bugensis

attaching to the tank wall (Chi-square test: v2 = 5.76,

d.f. = 1, P = 0.016; Fig. 3).

When comparing syntopic and allotopic popula-

tions there was no significant difference recorded in

attachment rate either for D. polymorpha (P = 0.608)

nor for D. bugensis (P = 0.058; Table 1b).

Fig. 2 The harness of fishing wire and Sauter FK10 digital force

gauge used to measure the attachment strength of dreissenids.

Panel a gives an overview of the harness with (1) two fishing

wire loops, (2) a movable aluminium crimp, (3) a fixed

aluminium crimp, and (4) the red and black area where both

loops are glued together. The movable aluminium crimp (2) can

be slid back and forward (panel b–e) to secure the mussel while

detaching it from the substrate (panel f–g)
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The light regime had no significant effect on either

D. polymorpha and D. bugensis (P = 1.000,

P = 0.320, respectively; Table 1c, Online Resource

1).

Attachment strength

The three attachment strength experiments (Same

sized individuals in the laboratory, same sized indi-

viduals in the field and the whole dreissenid field

Table 1 The relative number or mean with standard deviation,

minimum and maximum values for the attachment rate and

detachment location of Dreissena bugensis and D. polymorpha.

The relative numbers were indicated in % and attachment

strength values were indicated in Newtons (N). The results of

various experiments were statistically tested with a Kruskal-

Wallis rank-sum test (K) or Chi-squared test (v2). Significant

results were indicated with an asterisk symbol (*)

Experiment Relative number or mean

(± SD)–minimum–maximum

Statistical test

Attachment rate

(a) Species

D. bugensis 76% v2 = 6.20, d.f. = 1, P = 0.013*

D. polymorpha 85%

(b) Syntopic versus allotopic populations

D. bugensis Syntopic = 55%, Allotopic = 78% v2 = 3.58, d.f. = 1, P = 0.058

D. polymorpha Syntopic = 98%, Allotopic = 93% v2 = 0.26, d.f. = 1, P = 0.608

(c) Light regime

D. bugensis Light = 75%, Dark = 55% v2 = 0.99, d.f. = 1, P = 0.320

D. polymorpha Light = 95%, Dark = 100% v2\ 0.001, d.f. = 1, P = 1.000

Detachment location

(d) Field experiment for both species

Byssal threads D. bugensis 43% v2 = 4.70, d.f. = 1, P = 0.031*

D. polymorpha 61%

Adhesive plaques D. bugensis 38% v2 = 0.30, d.f. = 1, P = 0.617

D. polymorpha 33%

Stem D. bugensis 19% v2 = 5.30, d.f. = 1, P = 0.021*

D. polymorpha 5%

(e) Laboratory versus field experiment for

D. bugensis

Byssal threads Laboratory = 7%, Field = 43% v2 = 18.50, d.f. = 1, P\ 0.001*

Adhesive plaques Laboratory = 17%, Field = 38% v2 = 8.90, d.f. = 1, P = 0.003*

Stem Laboratory = 76%, Field = 19% v2 = 4.50, d.f. = 1, P = 0.035*

(f) Laboratory versus field experiment for D. polymorpha

Byssal threads Laboratory = 64%, Field = 61% v2 = 0.03, d.f. = 1, P = 0.866

Adhesive plaques Laboratory = 33%, Field = 33% v2\ 0.001, d.f. = 1, P = 1.000

Stem Laboratory = 3%, Field = 5% v2 = 0.17, d.f. = 1, P = 0.677

Detachment location and strength

(g) Species—D. bugensis

Byssal threads 5.01 (± 2.37)–0.01–10.00 N

Adhesive plaques 4.88 (± 3.57)–0.72–14.00 N K = 12.40, d.f. = 2, P = 0.002*

Stem 8.95 (± 4.41)–2.49–18.00 N

(h) Species—D. polymorpha

Byssal threads 3.22 (± 2.39)–0.12–9.15 N

Adhesive plaques 3.18 (± 2.26)–0.17–8.99 N K = 0.70, d.f. = 2, P = 0.855

Stem 1.99 (± 1.45)–0.93–4.08 N
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Table 2 The mean with standard deviation, minimum and

maximum values for the attachment strength and byssal thread

morphology of Dreissena bugensis and D. polymorpha. The

attachment strength values were indicated in Newtons (N). The

attachment strength in relation to size indicates the shell size of

each species (in mm). The byssal thread morphology includes

the byssal thread width (in lm) and count. The results of

various experiments were statistically tested with a Linear

model (Lm(t)), Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test (THSD), Pearson

correlation test (r) or a Spearman rank correlation test (S).

Significant results were indicated with an asterisk symbol (*)

Experiment Mean (± SD)–minimum–

maximum

Statistical test

Attachment strength

(a) Difference between three setups

Lab same size vs field same size vs field whole assemblage Lm(t) = 33.55, d.f. = 5, 397, P = 0.002*

Adjusted R2 = 0.288

(b) Laboratory experiment (same size: 1–2 cm)—linear model df(5, 397)

D. bugensis 0.81 (± 0.58)–0.05–2.05 N THSD: P = 0.972

D. polymorpha 1.12 (± 0.68)–0.10–2.94 N

(c) Field experiment (same size: 1–2 cm)—linear model df(5, 397)

D. bugensis 3.67 (± 2.26)–0.01–10.00 N THSD: P = 1.000

D. polymorpha 4.19 (± 2.07)–0.17–9.15 N

(d) Field experiment—linear model df(5, 397) (whole dreissenid assemblage; D. bugensis 0.4–3.2 cm, D. polymorpha 0.4–2.0 cm)

D. bugensis 4.73 (± 3.80)–0.01–18.00 N THSD: P\ 0.001*

D. polymorpha 3.13 (± 2.40)–0.12–9.46 N

Attachment strength in relation to shell size

(e) Dreissenid shell size (whole dreissenid field assemblage)

D. bugensis 17.57 (± 6.55)–4.54–31.94 mm NA

D. polymorpha 12.70 (± 3.32)–4.37–20.64 mm NA

(f) Attachment strength in relation to shell size (whole dreissenid field assemblage)

D. bugensis

D. polymorpha

4.73 (± 3.80)–0.01–18.00 mm

3.13 (± 2.40)–0.12–9.46 mm

Lm(t) = 11.14, d.f. = 1, 196, P = 0.001*

Adjusted R2 = 0.049

Byssal thread morphology

(g) Byssal thread morphology correlation

Byssal thread width NA r = 0.52, d.f. = 17, P = 0.024*

Byssal thread count NA

(h) Byssal thread width—linear model df(3, 36)

D. bugensis

D. polymorpha

56.77 (± 13.33)–33.89–86.35 lm

35.13 (± 4.60)–26.25–43.33 lm

Lm(t) = 15.93, d.f. = 1, P\ 0.001*

Adjusted R2 = 0.466

Correlation size and byssal width D. bugensis NA S = 3327.00, N = 32, P = 0.027*

rho = 0.390

Correlation size and byssal width D. polymorpha NA S = 2568.10, N = 26, P = 0.553

rho = 0.122

(i) Byssal thread count

D. bugensis 235 (± 136)–32–570 Sample size too small

D. polymorpha 116 (± 72)–40–290

Correlation size and byssal count D. bugensis NA S = 339.13, N = 19, P\ 0.001*

rho = 0.703

Correlation size and byssal count D. polymorpha NA S = 1219.10, N = 18, P = 0.301

rho = - 0.258
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assemblage) did not have the same outcome regarding

the species displaying the strongest attachment

(P = 0.002, Table 2a). Where it concerns the 1–2 cm

size class in controlled laboratory conditions, there

was no significant difference in attachment strength

between both species (P = 0.972; Table 2b). Addi-

tionally, no significant difference was found for

individuals of the 1–2 cm size class during the field

experiment (P = 1.000; Table 2c). When assessing the

whole dreissenid field assemblage with individuals of

all sizes (D. bugensis 0.4–3.2 cm, D. polymorpha

0.4–2.0 cm), the attachment strength of D. bugensis

mussels was significantly higher than the attachment

strength of D. polymorpha mussels (P\ 0.001;

Table 2d). For both species an approximately four

times greater attachment strength was found for

individuals on fouling plates in the field, in compar-

ison to individuals that attached themselves to the

polyethene tanks within the laboratory setup (Mann–

Whitney U test: D. bugensis: U = 3323.00, d.f. = 44,

P\ 0.001; D. polymorpha: U = 3404.00, d.f. = 49,

P\ 0.001).

The attachment strength of dreissenids in general

was positively related to their shell size (Fig. 4).

Larger dreissenids attached significantly stronger to

the substrate (P = 0.001; Table 2f). This relation

between the shell size and attachment strength was

stronger for D. polymorpha as the increase in attach-

ment strength with shell size was stronger for this

species (Fig. 4).

Byssal threads

The byssal thread width of D. bugensis was found to be

significantly different and nearly double the width ofD.

Fig. 3 The attachment rate

and numbers of (un)attached

dreissenids in the laboratory

experiment for Dreissena
bugensis and D. polymorpha
of each batch

Fig. 4 The attachment strength in Newtons (N) for field

deployed dreissenids in relation to their shell sizes (cm). The

attachment strength is positively related to their shell size. This

increase is stronger for Dreissena polymorpha in comparison to

D. bugensis
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polymorpha during the field experiment (P\ 0.001;

Table 2h). The byssal thread width and count were

positively correlated to each other (P = 0.024;

Table 2g). Therefore, the effect of byssal thread

morphology (width and count) should not be analysed

separately. The byssal thread count had a low sample

size (N = 4 forD.polymorpha). To obtain results for the

byssal thread count we rely on the correlated byssal

thread width results. The positive correlation between

the byssal thread width and count indicate a similar

result for both byssal morphology traits. Assessing the

average byssal counts we found about twice as many

byssal treads for D. bugensis in comparison to D.

polymorpha (Table 2i). The byssal thread width was

positively correlated to the shell size for D. bugensis,

while there was no correlation found for D. polymorpha

(P = 0.027, P = 0.553, respectively; Table 2h). The

number of byssal threads was positively correlated to the

shell size forD. bugensis, while there was no correlation

found for D. polymorpha (P\ 0.001, P = 0.301,

respectively; Table 2i).

Detachment location

Both species detached at the plaques, stem or by

rupture of the byssal threads when they were pulled

away from the SETL plate (Table 1d; Online Resource

2). At the end of the field experiment, D. bugensis had

no significant difference between the detachments at

the adhesive plaques (38% of the detachments) and by

the rupture of byssal threads (43%) (Chi-square test:

v2 = 0.20, d.f. = 1, P = 0.642). The stem detachment

happened significantly less often than the adhesive

plaque or byssal thread rupture (Chi-square test:

v2 = 7.31, d.f. = 1, P = 0.007 and v2 = 10.91,

d.f. = 1, P = 0.001, respectively). Dreissena polymor-

pha detached in most cases due to the rupture of the

byssal threads (61% of the detachments). The byssal

thread rupture happened significantly more often than

the adhesive plaque or stem detachment (Chi-square

test: v2 = 10.70, d.f. = 1, P = 0.001). Dreissena poly-

morpha detached significantly more often because of

the rupture of byssal threads than D. bugensis did

(P = 0.031; Table 1d). Dreissena bugensis, on the

other hand, detached about four times more often

because of the rupture of the stem than D. polymorpha

did (P = 0.021). For D. polymorpha there was no

significant difference between detachment locations

found for individuals originating from the field

experiment and controlled laboratory conditions

(Table 1f). However, D. bugensis individuals in

controlled laboratory conditions detached about 6

times more often by rupture of the byssal threads

(P\ 0.001), about four times less by rupture of the

stem (P = 0.035) and about two times less by the

detachment of the adhesive plaques (P = 0.003) than

those who settled during the field experiment

(Table 1e).

It took nearly double the amount of force to detach

D. bugensis individuals experiencing stem failure

from the substrate compared to individuals detaching

at the adhesive plaques or the byssal threads

(P = 0.002; Table 1g, Online Resource 3). There

was no significant difference in attachment strength

between individuals detaching at the adhesive plaques

or by rupture of the byssal threads. For D. polymorpha

no significant differences in attachment strength were

found for the different detachment locations

(P = 0.855; Table 1h, Online Resource 3). During

the course of the experiment, entire byssal masses

were found free floating in the tanks for both species.

Discussion

Attachment strength and byssal thread morphology

This study presents a first time comparison between

the attachment strength of two invasive freshwater

mussel species in laboratory and field experiments.

The comparisons of individuals of the same size in

both the laboratory and field experiment did not result

in significant differences in attachment strength

between both species, contrary to our hypothesis.

Based on previous studies, we would expect D.

polymorpha to have a greater attachment strength in

this situation (Peyer et al. 2009; Grutters et al. 2012;

Collas et al. 2018). However, judging from the results

obtained by Balogh et al. (2019), laboratory kept

individuals with a size between 1–2 cm and an

attachment duration of about one week, would not

have a clear difference in attachment strength for both

species. In accordance with our hypothesis, attach-

ment strength was found to be positively related to

mussel size (Table 2; Fig. 4) as also found by Kobak

(2006) and Balogh et al. (2019). The curve in Fig. 4

clearly indicates why the attachment strength differed

significantly between both species when assessing
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individuals of the whole size range, and why no

significant difference was found when assessing

individuals with a shell size between 1 and 2 cm.

Dreissena polymorpha individuals displayed a stron-

ger increase of attachment strength per unit length

(though starting from a lower initial attachment

strength for smaller individuals), resulting in a

stronger adhesion for larger specimens of the same

size as D. bugensis. However, D. bugensis grows

faster and becomes larger than D. polymorpha indi-

viduals do (D’Hont et al. 2018). Therefore, the large

D. bugensis individuals end up with a greater attach-

ment strength than D. polymorpha individuals of the

same age. Balogh et al. (2019) found a similar,

however, reversed pattern, as D. bugensis individuals

displayed a stronger increase of attachment strength

per unit length. Since dreissenids attach to hard

substratum using byssal threads, factors affecting their

byssogenesis might impact their attachment strength.

The byssogenesis is influenced by multiple environ-

mental cues, such as temperature, salinity, dissolved

oxygen, light, hydrodynamics, adhesion surface and

season (Grutters et al. 2012; Balogh et al. 2019). Our

results were obtained from field deployed fouling

plates and individuals who had 9 to 21 months to

attach themselves to the fouling plates. We know the

possible duration of attachment as the two settlement

events during this study happened respectively 9 and

21 months prior to our measurements. These plates

were exposed to various seasons, temperatures and

currents. Moreover, Dutch river deltas and upstream

reaches of the rivers Rhine and Meuse are intensively

used for navigation, causing ship-induced changes in

flow velocity (Koopman et al. 2018). Adaptation of

collected dreissenids to harsh environmental condi-

tions could cause discrepancy with results of Balogh

et al. (2019), as they tested randomly collected

mussels kept under constant laboratory conditions

for a maximum of one month.

Considering shell size affected the attachment

strength, the size of individuals was taken into account

when comparing results of our attachment experi-

ments. Individuals of both species of in dreissenid field

assemblage differ in size as D. bugensis (0.4–3.2 cm)

grows faster and larger than D. polymorpha

(0.4–2.0 cm) (D’Hont et al. 2018). The attachment

strength of the larger D. bugensis was significantly

greater than that of smaller D. polymorpha individu-

als. Larger individuals are probably more affected by

currents and are more visible for predators (Hunt and

Scheibling 2001; Balogh et al. 2019). The individuals

involved in the field experiment were all collected in

front of the sluice of the ferry harbour to the island

Tiengemeten, so they are regularly exposed to strong

ship-induced currents. Moreover, D. bugensis indi-

viduals have a strong clustering behaviour causing the

larger and older individuals to carry conspecifics on

their shell (D’Hont et al. 2018; Jermacz et al. 2021).

We can hypothesise that the larger D. bugensis

individuals had to compensate for these circumstances

by investing in a higher attachment strength. These

larger mussels might secrete mechanically superior

and thicker byssal threads compared to smaller

individuals, as has already been found in Mytilus

galloprovincialis (Babarro et al. 2008; Babarro and

Carrington 2013). In accordance with our hypothesis,

our data indicate that the byssal threads of D. bugensis

were nearly twice as thick as those of D. polymorpha.

Likewise, the number of byssal threads was twice as

high for D. bugensis. Additionally, we found a positive

correlation between the byssal thread width and count

and the shell size of D. bugensis. This relates to the

significantly greater attachment strength observed for

the larger D. bugensis. It is known that the number and

thickness of byssal threads have a positive impact on

the attachment strength (Bell and Gosline 1997).

Another possible explanation for the higher attach-

ment strength for D. bugensis during the field exper-

iment might be a difference in physical condition

between both species (cf. Balogh et al. 2019). If D.

bugensis has a better physical condition due to

favourable environmental parameters (e.g. light, tem-

perature, salinity) for this species over D. polymorpha,

they might be able to spend more energy on their

attachment to the substrate. Nevertheless, the signif-

icantly greater attachment strength makes D. bugensis

a stronger competitor during disturbances than D.

polymorpha individuals of the same age.

Comparing the mean attachment strength during

the laboratory experiment for D. polymorpha (1.12 N)

and D. bugensis (0.81 N) to the results from Peyer

et al. (2009) for respectively D. polymorpha (1.13 N)

and D. bugensis (0.97 N), we found that these

measurements do not differ from one another. The

experiment of Peyer et al. (2009) was run for two

months while ours lasted for seven days. This would

thus suggest that the attachment strength of both

species does not increase that much after seven days.
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Ackerman et al. (1996) conducted an attachment

experiment in the field for D. polymorpha individuals

and found an attachment strength between

0.35–1.60 N depending on the substrate type. During

our field experiment, we found a mean attachment

strength of 4.16 N for D. polymorpha and 3.67 N for

D. bugensis for individuals with a similar size

(1–2 cm) as reported by Ackerman et al. (1996). The

attachment strength obtained in the present study was

thus more than two times higher. This might be due to

the experimental setup. Ackerman et al. (1996) kept

their substrate containing the mussels in a laboratory

setup for one month after retrieval from the field

before conducting the measurements. These artificial

environmental conditions might have caused the

dreissenids to start looking for a new environment

by voluntary detaching and reattaching themselves

within one-month time. The present study measured

the attachment strength of the dreissenids immediately

after recovery from the field assuring their attachment

strength did not change.

The attachment strength for both dreissenids was

about four times higher during the field experiment in

comparison to the laboratory experiment. In the field

experiment, we used polyvinylchloride (PVC) plates

especially sanded to increase the attachment, while the

laboratory experiment used smooth polyethene tanks.

The difference in roughness of the substrate most

likely had an effect on the attachment strength of both

species (Ackerman et al. 1996). An alternative expla-

nation may be the duration of the attachment period, as

dreissenids in the field experiment may have had a

longer attachment period. Balogh et al. (2019) indi-

cated that attachment strength still slightly increases

after seven days for both D. bugensis and D.

polymorpha. Moreover, unlike the laboratory exper-

iment, individuals in the field experiment were

potentially exposed to currents due to their location

in front of the sluice. The correlation between

attachment strength and currents has already been

proven for blue mussels (Mytilus edulis) and Mediter-

ranean mussels (Mytilus galloprovincialis) (Hunt and

Scheibling 2001; Lachance et al. 2008; Balogh et al.

2019).

Attachment rate

In total 76% of D. bugensis and 85% of D. polymorpha

attached to the substrate during the laboratory

experiment (Table 1). Thus, D. polymorpha attached

significantly more often to the hard substrate in

controlled laboratory conditions than D. bugensis,

which corresponds to previous findings (Collas et al.

2018). This was the case for three out of four

experiments (Fig. 3). Batch 4, however, had an

opposite result with more D. bugensis attaching to

the substrate. The number of individuals in each tank

for this batch was more than two times higher (Fig. 1).

This might be one of the reasons causing the observed

difference for batch 4. The attachment rate of a species

might be related to their search for an optimal

settlement environment. D’Hont et al. (2021) found

that more D. bugensis individuals than D. polymorpha

individuals moved around the tanks during the labo-

ratory experiment, instead of settling down. Dreis-

senids usually move for a short period, i.e. a few

minutes up to maximum of three hours (D’Hont et al.

2021). Furthermore, changes in the environment due

to, for example, intense rainfall will generally take

place within a short timeframe as well (minutes to a

few hours). In these extreme cases it may be important

that an individual can quickly escape the resulting

poor environmental conditions. As the laboratory

setup likely resembled suboptimal environmental

conditions, this would indicate that D. bugensis

individuals were actively seeking a better environ-

ment. This trait would give D. bugensis a benefit over

D. polymorpha possibly explaining the dominance

shift between these species.

The co-occurrence of both dreissenid species is

known to affect their densities, as a higher number of

D. bugensis individuals settled when D. polymorpha

individuals were already present on the substrate

(D’Hont et al. 2018). The presence of individuals of

the same species positively affects the attachment rate,

while injured conspecifics reduced the byssal attach-

ment as a reaction to the presence of potential

predators (Kobak 2001; Czarnołęski et al. 2010). In

our study, however, the presence or absence of the

other dreissenid species had no significant effect on

the dreissenids’ attachment rate (Table 1).

The presence or absence of light in the present

study had no significant effect on the attachment of D.

polymorpha or D. bugensis individuals, which corre-

sponds to the results of Grutters et al. (2012).

Dreissena polymorpha is known to have a preference

for settlement in dark environments and mussels in

illuminated environments changed their initial sites
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less often than those kept in darkness (Kobak 2006;

Kobak and Nowacki 2007; Kobak et al. 2009). The

unfavourable environmental conditions created during

our laboratory setup may be strong enough to coun-

teract the effect of light on dreissenids’ settlement.

This might also have been the case in the study of

Grutters et al. (2012). The sample size and replication

rate for this experiment were relatively low as well

(N = 20 for each treatment, light and dark). This low

sample size might have caused possible significant

trends to get lost. Online Resource 1 indicates a trend

in which light exposed D. bugensis individuals had a

higher attachment rate than individuals kept in a dark

environment. The in depth assessment of this interac-

tion would be recommended for future studies.

Detachment location

Dreissena polymorpha individuals detached 20%

more often because of the rupture of their byssal

threads than D. bugensis individuals did (Table 1;

Online Resource 2). This would mean that the D.

bugensis byssal threads are stronger than the byssal

threads of D. polymorpha, which corresponds to the

attachment strength related to a detachment by the

rupture of the byssal threads for both species (Table 1;

Online Resource 3). Dreissena bugensis, on the other

hand, displayed four times more often stem or gland

detachment than D. polymorpha. This type of detach-

ment is relatively uncommon for D. polymorpha

(Dormon et al. 1997). In our study, stem detachments

of D. bugensis were associated with relatively high

attachment strengths and the presence of relatively

high byssal thread counts. Only few D. polymorpha

individuals showed stem ruptures, however, these

cases were not associated with a higher attachment

strength. Information on the detachment location of

either species under natural conditions is scarce. A

remarkable observation were the free floating byssal

masses for both species. The common blue mussel

(Mytilus edulis) is known to detach its entire byssal

mass, however, the underlying mechanisms are not yet

well understood (Eckroat et al. 1993). Voluntary

detachment is also known for D. polymorpha individ-

uals (Kobak et al. 2009; Dzier _zyńska-Białończyk et al.

2018). Apart from that, not much is known on the

voluntarily detachment of dreissenids, as most studies

only assessed forced detachment of both species

(Eckroat et al. 1993; Kobak et al. 2009). Especially a

comparison between the voluntarily detachment of

both species is missing. This would therefore be

recommended for future studies. Overall, our results

support the hypothesis that differential attachment-

detachment traits might to some degree be one of the

contributing drivers of the ongoing dominance shift

between D. polymorpha and D. bugensis.

Conclusions

The goal of this study was to assess whether the

attachment of dreissenids explained, at least for some

degree, the ongoing dominance shift between D.

bugensis and D. polymorpha. Shell size and attach-

ment strength were positively correlated in both

species. Dreissena polymorpha individuals showed a

faster increment of attachment strength per unit

length, resulting in a stronger adhesion for larger

specimens of the same size as D. bugensis. However,

D. bugensis grows faster and becomes larger than D.

polymorpha. Therefore, for field deployed individuals

of the whole available size range, the attachment

strength in D. bugensis was significantly higher in

comparison to D. polymorpha. This higher attachment

strength can at least partially be explained by the

byssal thread morphology as these byssal threads were

about two times thicker for D. bugensis, which also

correlated to a higher number of byssal threads.

Additionally, D. polymorpha individuals detached

significantly more often because of the rupture of their

byssal threads than D. bugensis individuals did. This

indicates that the byssal threads of D. bugensis are

stronger than the byssal threads of D. polymorpha.

These attachment traits likely give D. bugensis

mussels an advantage over D. polymorpha mussels

within a dreissenid field assemblage when it comes to

withstanding currents and predators. Additionally, D.

bugensis had a significantly lower attachment rate.

This may be explained by a higher number of D.

bugensis individuals searching for the optimal habitat,

as the laboratory setup likely resembled suboptimal

environmental conditions. The results support our

hypothesis that the differences in attachment-detach-

ment traits might to some degree be one of the

contributing drivers of the ongoing dominance shift

between both species.
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